
7 good reasons to learn a foreign language 

In effect, it is very important to understand why we want to learn a foreign language in order to be able 

to take on the long term. Here are 7 good reasons to learn a foreign language… 

1 - To travel and meet with the people 

I believe that a true travel is done in discovering by itself the culture and the life of the inhabitants of the 

country. Otherwise, as much watch a documentary quietly at home, you will have all the landscapes 

without moving from the sofa. In addition, this fact CO2 savings! 

2 - for the work 

Oh yes, English for example became the passage obliged for many positions. The Spanish can be useful 

also for some jobs (3e most spoken language: 350 million people) 

3 - For a boy or girl (friend) 

With the multicultural patch linked to immigration and globalization, the mixed couples are more and 

more frequent. I know something about that, and it is a very good reason to learn the language 

4 - For the cerebral drive 

Oh yes, he must do work its neurons to avoid that his brain aging too quickly. Learn a foreign language is 

an intellectual activity very exciting and more useful than DS games which are a cardboard box. 

Claude Hage ensures that "the bilingual have a malleability and a cognitive flexibility superior to those of 

unilingual. The knowledge of a second language would thus help develop a verbal intelligence, 

conceptual training, a global reasoning and to stimulate the discovery of the underlying rules to the 

solution of problems." 

5 - For the beauty of the Language 

Some languages have a rhythm singing very pleasant to hear. Personally, I find that the Spanish has a 

very beautiful sound. Others have a written form very attractive (Japanese, Mandarin, etc.. ) 

6 - For the curiosity  

The curiosity and the desire to understand other cultures. This can bring an open mind, greater 

tolerance, and the enrichment of the identity of the individual. 

7 - By passion for the linguistic 

Some people are interested in the linguistic aspects of another language and decide to learn for his 

interest in language.                                                                                      Prof. Oscar.S.K / tel: 919701574923 


